
Digitally illustrate a creature 
you have never seen 

before: fictitious or non 
fictitious



Step one: look at animals 
and see if any real animals 

spark your attention or 
creativity





Step two: Decide whether 
1. illustrate this realistically? Meaning you will collage in a meaningful and 

real background that will also be painted
(if the is from africa you find a pic of a african landscape or if the animal eats 

a certain kind of food you find a pic of that )

Or

2. Do you want to you want to transform this creature into something 
Fictitious by adding and morphing other animal parts (2 or more animal 

morph) 



Option 11. collage a real but rare or exotic animal with a real/ informative 
background that will also be painted
(if the creature is from africa then you should find a pic of a african 
landscape or if the animal eats a certain kind of food you find a pic of that )

Find a picture of a 
real but far away 
or rare animal and 
paste it into a 
letter sized file in 
photoshop.  Select 
the background so 
you can delete it . 



Before you delete 
press the select 
and mask button to 
help your selection 
ie feather / smooth



Paste in a 
meaningful 
background

Fill the whole 
background!



Now lets color 
enhance this 
picture.

On the animal 
layer

image> adj> 
vibrance



On the animal 
layer enhance the 
contrast… you will 
need a full range 
of value for your 
painting

Image> adj> 
brightness and 
contrast



On the background

Image > adj> color 
balance

Skew the color of the 
background to match the 
colors of your foreground



Because things in 
the background are 
farther away and 
slightly more blurry 
to make this look 
real we are going 
to apply some blur 
to the background

Filter> Blur gallery> 
gassiuan blur. 



Hold shift and 
merge both layers





Or Option 2. Create a Fictitious creature by adding and morphing other 
animal parts (2 or more animal morph)



Option two: 
Fictitious 
creature

Copy and 
paste a 
animal that 
you would like 
you use 

Delete the 
backgound



Before deleting 
use the 
selection and 
mask button to 
clean the edges



Find another animal or 
creature you want to 
merge with it.  Copy paste 
and then delete its 
backgound



Using free 
transform 
generally line up 
your animals to 
where they are 
going to overlap.  





Lower the opacity 
of the top layer 
(just so you can 
see through it… 
we will revert this 
later)

Use Edit> 
transform> warp 

To really line up 
your animals



Ok here's the fun part… 
Take your eraser. 
Change the edges of 
the brush to soft ie 0 
and the opacity to less 
than 30



Using the eraser 
be to erase and 
blend the edges 
to FEEL 
SEAMLESS



Using 

Image> adj> color 
balance 

Play with the colors to 
make the two different 
animals seem to have 
the same coloring…. 
Again SEAMLESS



Apply a 
color filter 
to each 
layer to 
help with 
the 
SEAMLES
S



Add a gradient to 
your background… 
no white 
backgrounds and 
then select all layer 
and merge



Filter > 
render> 
lighting effect

Add a 
directional 
lighting will 
help this feel 
unified. 



LETS PAINT!!!!!!!



Duplicate 
your layer



On your top laye 
add a Cutout filter



Add a BLANK 
new layer on 
top and lock 
both reference 
layers bellow. 



Using your 
paintbrush on 
100 percent 
opacity begin 
to block out 
your colors  
ON THE 
BLANK LAYER



Block out 
all of your 
animal



Now lets blend

Using the MIXER 
BRUSH TOOL

Click to open the 
brush setting pick 
a paint brush and 
choose the 
“wetness” load” 
and”Mix” you want



Begin to click 
and drag very 
small strokes in 
the direction of 
the “fur” or 
form.  The 
objective is to 
get the paint to 
move into one 

another 



Continue to use 
the adjustments to 
get the blend you 
want



Remember not all needs 
to be blended.  You must 
blend but still retain form 
and shape / structure.  
The easiest way is to 
leave very detailed 
areas less blended and 
more blocked. 



Continue to paint 
all of your peice …. 
Background too.

You are done when 
you can toggle off/ 
delete your 
reference layers


